and this fact is instrumental in establishing the existence of infinitely many solutions to singular Hamiltonian systems, where U is the domain of the corresponding potential function (see e. g., [AC] , [BR] , [C] , [Rl] ). A special case of this situation is the so-called N-body problem in where E = WT° 2 (lRkN) and for non-collision solutions the subset E (U), where U = FN (IRk) is the N-th configuration space of plays an essential role (see e. g. [BR] ). The proof of the above result [FH 1] that cat E (U) is infinite does not require knowledge of the cup length in the cohomology of E (U). In fact, the cup length of E (U) may very well be finite over certain coefficient fields. For example, when n >_ 3 is odd, and U = i~ -~ 0 }, the cup length of E (U) over the field of rationals Q is 1 [VS] .
The topological analogue of E (U) is the space of free loops A U, where for any topological space M, AM = ~° (Sl, M), the space of continuous maps from the circle S 1 to the space M. E (U) has the same homotopy type as A M [K] so that category and cup length of E (U) may be studied through A U. For example, the general result in [FH1] We will also make use of the induced fibrations :
where ~(x)==(~ Jc)~M=(~ ~) and pI M, p2 M are contractible.
The Leray-Serre spectral sequences of (1), (2), p1 and p2 will be denoted [P] , i is a homotopy equivalence. Thus A (N) has both infinite cup length over 7L2 and infinite category. Now, introduce an action of Z2 = {1,03B6} on W1, 2T (RkN) by (03B6q)(t)=-q(t+T 2), 0~t~1. Let [C] proves that when V is autonomous and T-periodic, that the minimum of (*) is a critical value. The Bahri-Rabinowitz result [BR] [R2] 
